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Abstract

ing and require extensive clinical training, which precludes
approaches like crowd-sourcing. Fortunately, like web data
in computer vision, a vast, loosely-labeled, and largely untapped data source does exist in the form of hospital picture archiving and communication systems (PACS). These
archives house patient images and accompanying radiological reports, markings, and measurements performed during
clinical duties. However, data is typically unsorted, unorganized, and unusable in standard supervised machine learning approaches. Developing means to fully exploit PACS
radiology database becomes a major goal within the field of
medical imaging.
This work contributes to this goal of developing an approach to usefully mine, organize, and learn the relationships between lesions found within computed tomography
(CT) images in PACS. Lesion detection, characterization,
and retrieval is an important task in radiology [46, 11, 23,
21]. The latest methods based on deep learning and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved significantly better results than conventional hand-crafted image
features [15, 23]. However, large amounts of training data
with high quality labels are often needed. To address this
challenge, we develop a system designed to exploit the routine markings and measurements of significant findings that
radiologists frequently perform [10]. These archived measurements are potentially highly useful sources of data for
computer-aided medical image analysis systems. However,
they are basically unsorted and lack semantic labels, e.g.,
lung nodule, mediastinal lymph node.
We take a feature embedding and similarity graph approach to address this problem. First, we present a new
dataset: DeepLesion, which was collected from the PACS
of a major medical institute. It contains 32,120 axial CT
slices from 10,594 CT imaging studies of 4,427 unique patients. There are 1–3 lesions in each image with accompanying bounding boxes and size measurements. The lesions
are diverse but unorganized. Our goal is to understand them

Radiologists in their daily work routinely find and annotate significant abnormalities on a large number of radiology images. Such abnormalities, or lesions, have collected over years and stored in hospitals’ picture archiving
and communication systems. However, they are basically
unsorted and lack semantic annotations like type and location. In this paper, we aim to organize and explore them by
learning a deep feature representation for each lesion. A
large-scale and comprehensive dataset, DeepLesion, is introduced for this task. DeepLesion contains bounding boxes
and size measurements of over 32K lesions. To model their
similarity relationship, we leverage multiple supervision information including types, self-supervised location coordinates, and sizes. They require little manual annotation effort
but describe useful attributes of the lesions. Then, a triplet
network is utilized to learn lesion embeddings with a sequential sampling strategy to depict their hierarchical similarity structure. Experiments show promising qualitative
and quantitative results on lesion retrieval, clustering, and
classification. The learned embeddings can be further employed to build a lesion graph for various clinically useful
applications. An algorithm for intra-patient lesion matching
is proposed and validated with experiments.

1. Introduction
Large-scale datasets with diverse images and dense annotations [9, 12, 22] play an important role in computer vision and image understanding, but often come at the cost of
vast amounts of labeling. In computer vision, this cost has
spurred efforts to exploit weak labels [48, 19, 5], e.g., the
enormous amount of weak labels generated everyday on the
web. A similar situation exists in the medical imaging domain, except that annotations are even more time consum1

and discover their relationships. In other words, can we organize them so that we are able to (1) know their type and
location; (2) find similar lesions in different patients, i.e.,
content-based lesion retrieval; and (3) find similar lesions in
the same patient, i.e., lesion instance matching for disease
tracking?
As Fig. 1 illustrates, the above problems can be addressed
by learning feature representations for each lesion that keeps
a proper similarity relationship, i.e., lesions with similar attributes should have similar embeddings. To reduce annotation workload and leverage the intrinsic structure within
CT volumes, we use three weak cues to describe each lesion: type, location, and size. Lesion types are obtained by
propagating the labels of a small amount of seed samples to
the entire dataset, producing pseudo-labels. The 3D relative
body location is obtained from a self-supervised body-part
regression algorithm. Size is directly obtained by the radiological marking. We then define the similarity relationship
between lesions based on a hierarchical combination of the
cues. A triplet network with a sequential sampling strategy
is utilized to learn the embeddings. We also apply a multiscale multi-crop architecture to exploit both context and detail of the lesions, as well as an iterative refinement strategy
to refine the noisy lesion-type pseudo-labels.
Qualitative and quantitative experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of our framework for several highly important applications. 1), we show excellent performance on
content-based lesion retrieval [28, 47, 41, 21]. Effective solutions to this problem can help identify similar case histories, better understand rare disorders, and ultimately improve patient care [23]. We show that our embeddings can
be used to find lesions similar in type, location, and size.
Most importantly, the embeddings can match lesions with
semantically similar body structures that are not specified
in the training labels. 2), the embeddings are also successfully applied in intra-patient lesion matching. Patients under
therapy typically undergo CT examinations (studies) at intervals to assess the effect of treatments. Comparing lesions
in follow-up studies with their corresponding ones in previous studies constitutes a major part of a radiologist’s workload [25]. We provide an automated tool for lesion matching which can significantly save time, especially for patients
with multiple follow-up studies [31].

anchor A, a positive sample P with the same label as A,
and a negative sample N with a different label. The network learns embeddings that respect the following distance
relationship:
kf (A) − f (P )k22 + m < kf (A) − f (N )k22 ,

(1)

where f is the embedding function to be learned and m is
a predefined margin. Various improvements to the standard
triplet network have been proposed [49, 36, 4, 38, 37]. Three
key aspects in these methods are: how to define similarity
between images, how to sample images for comparison, and
how to compute the loss function. Zhang et al. [49] generalized the sampling strategy and triplet loss for multiple
labels with hierarchical structures or shared attributes. Son
et al. [37] employed label hierarchy to learn object embeddings for tracking, where object class is a high-level label
and detection timestamp is low-level. Our sequential sampling strategy shares the similar spirit with them, but we lack
well-defined supervision cues in the dataset, so we proposed
strategies to leverage weak cues, e.g. self-supervised bodypart regressor and iterative refinement.
Lesion Management: Great efforts have been devoted to
lesion detection [40, 46], classification [6, 11], and retrieval
[28, 47, 41, 21]. Recently, CNNs have become the method
of choice over handcrafted features due to the former’s superior performance [33, 39, 15, 23]. Our work is in line with
content-based medical image retrieval, which has been surveyed in detail by [21]. Existing methods generally focus on
one type of lesion (e.g. lung lesion or mammographic mass)
and learn the similarity relationship based on manually annotated labels [47, 41] or radiology reports [28]. To the best
of our knowledge, no work has been done on learning deep
lesion embeddings on a large comprehensive dataset with
weak cues. Taking a different approach, [16, 44] cluster images or lesions to discover concepts in unlabeled large-scale
datasets. However, they did not leverage multiple cues to
explicitly model the semantic relationship between lesions.
Several existing works on intra-patient lesion matching focus on detecting follow-up lesions and matching them pixel
by pixel [17, 26, 34, 43], which generally requires organ
segmentation or time-consuming nonrigid volumetric registration. Besides, they are designed for certain types of lesions, whereas our lesion embedding can be used to match
all kinds of lesions.

2. Related work
Deep Metric Learning: Metric learning can be beneficial whenever we want to keep certain similarity relationship
between samples [2]. The siamese network [3] is a seminal
work in deep metric learning, which minimizes the distance
between a pair of samples with the same label and pushes
samples with different labels apart. It was improved by the
triplet network [29], which considers relative distances. The
triplet network requires three samples to compute a loss: an

3. DeepLesion Dataset
DeepLesion dataset consists of over 32K clinically significant findings mined from a major institute’s PACS. To
the best of our knowledge, this dataset is the first to automatically extract lesions from challenging PACS sources. Importantly, the workflow described here can be readily scaled
up and applied to multiple institutional PACS, providing a
means for truly massive scales of data.

Figure 1. The proposed framework. Using a triplet network, we learn a feature embedding for each lesion in our comprehensive DeepLesion
dataset. Training samples A–E are selected with a sequential sampling strategy so as to make the embeddings respects similarity in type,
location, and size.

Radiologists routinely annotate clinically meaningful
findings in medical images using arrows, lines, diameters
or segmentations. These images, called “bookmarked images”, have been collected over close to two decades in
our institute’s PACS. Without loss of generality, we study
one type of bookmark in CT images: lesion diameters. As
part of the RECIST guidelines [10], which is the standard
in tracking lesion progression in the clinic, lesion diameters consist of two lines, one measuring the longest diameter
and the second measuring its longest perpendicular diameter in the plane of measurement. We extract the lesion diameter coordinates from the PACS server and convert them
into corresponding positions on the image plane. After removing some erroneous annotations, we obtain 32,120 axial
CT slices (mostly 512 × 512) from 10,594 studies of 4,427
unique patients. There are 1–3 lesions in each image, adding
up to 32,735 lesions altogether. We generate a box tightly
around the two diameters and add a 5-pixel padding in each
direction to capture the lesion’s full spatial extent. Samples
of the lesions and bounding boxes can be found in Fig. 1.
The 12-bit CT intensity range is rescaled to floating-point
numbers in [0, 255] using a single windowing covering the
intensity ranges in lungs, soft tissues, and bones. Each image is resized so that the spacing is 1 mm/pixel. For each
lesion, we crop a patch with 50 mm padding around its
bounding box. To encode 3D information, we use 3 neighboring slices (interpolated at 2 mm slice intervals) to compose a 3-channel image. No data augmentation was used.
DeepLesion will be publicly released. More introduction of
the dataset can be found in the supplementary material.

4. Learning Lesion Embeddings
To learn lesion embeddings, we employ a triplet network
with sequential sampling, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The cues
used to supervise the network and the training strategy are
described below.

4.1. Supervision Cues
Supervision information, or cues, are key in defining the
similarity relationship between lesions. Because it is pro-

hibitively time-consuming to manually annotate all lesions
in a PACS-based dataset like DeepLesion, a different approach must be employed. Here we use the cues of lesion type, relative body location, and size. Size information (lengths of long and short lesion diameters) has been
annotated by radiologists and ranges from 0.2 to 343 mm
with a median of 15.6 mm. They are significant indicators
of patients’ conditions according to the RECIST guideline
[10]. For example, larger lymph nodes are considered lesions while those with short diameters < 10 mm are treated
as normal [10]. While size can be obtained directly from radiologists’ markings, type and relative body location require
more complex approaches.
Lesion Type: Among all 32,735 lesions, we randomly
select 30% and manually label them into 8 types: lung,
abdomen, mediastinum, liver, pelvis, soft tissue, kidney,
and bone. These are coarse-scale attributes of the lesions.
An experienced radiologist verified the labels. The mediastinum class mainly consists of lymph nodes in the chest.
Abdomen lesions are miscellaneous ones that are not in liver
or kidney. The soft tissue class contains lesions in the muscle, skin, fat, etc. Among the labeled samples, we randomly
select 25% as training seeds to predict pseudo-labels, 25%
as the validation set, and the other 50% as the test set. There
is no patient-level overlap between all subsets.
The type of a lesion is related to its location, but the latter information cannot replace the former because some lesion types like bone and soft tissue have widespread locations. Neighboring types such as lung/mediastinum and abdomen/liver/kidney are hard to classify solely by location.
The challenge with using PACS data is that there are no annotated class labels for each lesion in DeepLesion. Therefore, we use labeled seed samples to train a classifier and
apply it to all unlabeled samples to get their pseudo-labels
[20]. Details on the classifier are provided in Sec. 4.3.
Relative Body Location: Relative body location is an
important and clinically relevant cue in lesion characterization. While the x and y coordinates of a lesion are easy to
acquire in axial CT slices, the z coordinate (e.g. 0–1 from
head to toe) is not as straightforward to find. The slice indices in the volume cannot be used to compute z because

CT volumes often have different scan ranges (start, end), not
to mention variabilities in body lengths and organ layouts.
For this reason, we use the self-supervised body part regressor (SSBR), which provides a relative z coordinate based on
context appearance.
SSBR operates on the intuition that volumetric medical
images are intrinsically structured, where the position and
appearance of organs are relatively aligned. The superiorinferior slice order can be leveraged to learn an appearancebased z. SSBR randomly picks m equidistant slices from a
volume, denoted j, j + k, . . . , j + k(m − 1), where j and k
are randomly determined. They are passed through a CNN
to get a score s for each slice, which is optimized using the
following loss function:
LSSBR = Lorder + Ldist ;
Xm−2

Lorder = −
log h sj+k(i+1) − sj+ki ;
i=0
Xm−3
Ldist =
g(∆i+1 − ∆i ),

(2)

i=0

∆i = sj+k(i+1) − sj+ki ,
where h is the sigmoid function, g is the smooth L1 loss
[14]. Lorder requires slices with larger indices to have larger
scores. Ldist makes the difference between two slice scores
proportional to their physical distance. The order loss and
distance loss terms collaborate to push each slice score towards the correct direction relative to other slices. After
convergence, slices scores are normalized to [0, 1] to obtain
the z coordinates without having to know which score corresponds to which body part. The framework of SSBR is
shown in Fig. 2.

body parts in the volume. Then, SSBR is trained again on a
resampled training set with hard volumes oversampled.

4.2. Sequential Sampling
Similar to [49, 37], we leverage multiple cues to describe
the relationship between samples. A naı̈ve strategy would
be to treat all cues equally, where similarity can be calculated by, for instance, averaging the similarity of each cue.
Another strategy assumes a hierarchical structure exists in
the cues. Some high-level cues should be given higher priority. This strategy applies to our task, because intuitively
lesions of the same type should be clustered together first.
Within each type, we hope lesions that are closer in location
to be closer in the feature space. If two lesions are similar in
both type and location, they can be further ranked by size.
This is a conditional ranking scheme.
To this end, we adopt a sequential sampling strategy to
select a sequence of lesions following the hierarchical relationship above. As depicted in Fig. 1, an anchor lesion
A is randomly chosen first. Then, we look for lesions with
similar type, location, and size with A and randomly pick
B from the candidates. Likewise, C is a lesion with similar
type and location but dissimilar size; D is similar in type but
dissimilar in location (its size is not considered); E has a different type (its location and size are not considered). Here,
two lesions are similar in type if they have the same pseudolabel; they are similar in location (size) if the Euclidean distance between their location (size) vectors is smaller than a
threshold Tlow , whereas they are dissimilar if the distance is
larger than Thigh . We do not use hard triplet mining as in
[29, 27] because of the noisy cues. Fig. 3 presents some examples of lesion sequences. Note that there is label noise in
the fourth row, where lesion D does not have the same type
with A – C (soft tissue versus pelvis).
A selected sequence can be decomposed into three
triplets: ABC, ACD and ADE. However, they are not
equal, because we hope two lesions with dissimilar types
to be farther apart than two with dissimilar locations, followed by size. Hence, we apply larger margins to higherlevel triplets [49, 4]. Our loss function is defined as:
S
1 X
max(0, d2AB − d2AC + m1 )
L=
2S i=1

Figure 2. Framework of the self-supervised body part regressor
(SSBR).

In DeepLesion, some CT volumes are zoomed in on a
portion of the body, e.g. only the left half is shown. To
handle them, we train SSBR on random crops of the axial
slices. Besides, SSBR does not perform well on body parts
that are rare in the training set, e.g. head and legs. Therefore, we train SSBR on all data first to detect hard volumes
by examining the correlation coefficient (r) between slice
indices and slice scores, where lower r often indicates rare

(3)

+ max(0, d2AC − d2AD + m2 )

+ max(0, d2AD − d2AE + m3 ) .
m3 > m2 > m1 > 0 are the hierarchical margins; S
is the number of sequences in each mini-batch; dij is the
Euclidean distance between two samples in the embedding
space. The idea in sequential sampling resembles that of
SSBR (Eq. 2): ranking a series of samples to make them
self-organize and move to the right place in the feature
space.

to Sec. 4.2 and train the triplet network until convergence.
With the learned embeddings, we are able to retrain the initial classifier to get cleaner pseudo-labels, then fine-tune the
triplet network with a lower learning rate [44]. In our experiments, this iterative refinement improves performance.

5. Lesion Organization
The lesion graph can be constructed after the embeddings
are learned. In this section, our two goals are content-based
lesion retrieval and intra-patient lesion matching. The lesion
graph can be used to directly tackle the first goal by finding
nearest neighbors of query lesions. However, the latter one
requires additional techniques to accomplish.

5.1. Intra-patient Lesion Matching
Figure 3. Sample training sequences. Each row is a sequence.
Columns 1–5 are examples of lesions A–E in Fig. 1, respectively.

Figure 4. Network architecture of the proposed triplet network.

4.3. Network Architecture and Training Strategy
VGG-16 [35] is adopted as the backbone of the triplet
network. As illustrated in Fig. 4, we input the 50mm-padded
lesion patch, then combine feature maps from 4 stages of
VGG-16 to get a multi-scale feature representation with different padding sizes [13, 18]. Because of the variable sizes
of the lesions, region of interest (ROI) pooling layers [14]
are used to pool the feature maps to 5 × 5 × num channel
separately. For conv2 2, conv3 3, and conv4 3, the ROI is
the bounding box of the lesion in the patch to focus on its
details. For conv5 3, the ROI is the entire patch to capture
the context of the lesion [13, 18]. Each pooled feature map
is then passed through a fully-connected layer (FC), an L2
normalization layer (L2), and concatenated together. The final embedding is obtained after another round of FC and L2
normalization layers.
To get the initial embedding of each lesion, we use
ImageNet [9] pretrained weights to initialize the convolutional layers, modify the output size of the ROI pooling layers to 1 × 1 × num channel, and remove the FC layers in
Fig. 4 to get a 1408D feature vector. We use the labeled
seed samples to train an 8-class RBF-kernel support vector machine (SVM) classifier and apply it to the unlabeled
training samples to get their pseudo-labels. We also tried
semi-supervised classification methods [51, 1] and achieved
comparable accuracy. Seed samples were not used to train
the triplet network. We then sample sequences according

We assume that lesions in all studies have been detected by other lesion detection algorithms [40] or marked
by radiologists, which is the case in DeepLesion. In this
section, our goal is to match the same lesion instances
and group them for each patient. Potential challenges include appearance changes between studies due to lesion
growth/shrinkage, movement of organs or measurement positions, and different contrast phases. Note that for one patient not all lesions occur in each study because the scan
ranges vary and radiologists only mark a few target lesions.
In addition, one CT study often contains multiple series
(volumes) that are scanned at the same time point but differ
in image filters, contrast phases, etc. To address these challenges, we design the lesion matching algorithm described
in Algo. 1.
The basic idea is to build an intra-patient lesion graph and
remove the edges connecting different lesion instances. The
Euclidean distance of lesion embeddings is adopted as the
similarity measurement. First, lesion instances from different series within the same study are merged if their distance
is smaller than T1 . They are then treated as one lesion with
embeddings averaged. Second, we consider lesions in all
studies of the same patient. If the distance between two lesions is larger than T2 (T2 > T1 ), they are not similar and
their edge is removed. After this step, one lesion in study 1
may still connect to multiple lesions in study 2 if they look
similar, so we only keep the edge with the minimum distance and exclude the others. Finally, the remaining edges
are used to extract the matched lesion groups.

6. Experiments
Our experiments aim to show that the learned lesion embeddings can be used to produce a semantically meaningful
similarity graph for content-based lesion retrieval and intrapatient lesion matching.

Algorithm 1 Intra-patient lesion matching
Input: Lesions of the same patient represented by their embeddings; the study index s of each lesion; intra-study threshold
T1 ; inter-study threshold T2 .
Output: Matched lesion groups.
1: Compute an intra-patient lesion graph G = hV, Ei, where V
are nodes (lesions) and E are edges. Denote dij as the Euclidean distance between nodes i, j.
2: Merge nodes i and j if si = sj and dij < T1 .
3: Threshold: E ← E − D, D = {hi, ji ∈ E|dij > T2 }.
4: Exclusion: E ← E − C, C = {hi, ji | hi, ji ∈ E, hi, ki ∈
E, sj = sk , and dij ≥ dik }.
5: Extraction: Each node group with edge connections is considered as a matched lesion group.

6.1. Implementation Details
We empirically choose the hierarchical margins in Eq. 3
to be m1 = 0.1, m2 = 0.2, m3 = 0.4. The maximum value
of each dimension of the locations and sizes is normalized
to 1. When selecting sequences for training, the similarity
thresholds for location and size are Tlow = 0.02, Thigh = 0.1.
We use S = 24 sequences per mini-batch. The network
is trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a
learning rate of 0.002, which is reduced to 0.0002 in iteration 2K. After convergence (generally in 3K iterations),
we do iterative refinement by updating the pseudo-labels
and fine-tuning the network with a learning rate of 0.0002.
This refinement is performed only once because we find
that more iterations only add marginal accuracy improvements. For lesion matching, the intra-study threshold T1 is
0.1 and we vary the inter-study threshold T2 to compute the
precision-recall curve. Due to space limits, the details of
SSBR are given in the supplementary material.

6.2. Content-based Lesion Retrieval
First, we qualitatively investigate the learned lesion embeddings in Fig. 5, which shows the Barnes-Hut t-SNE visualization [42] of the 1024D embedding and some sample
lesions. The visualization is applied to our manually labeled
test set, where we have lesion-type ground truth. As we can
see, there is a clear correlation between data clusters and lesion types. It is interesting to find that some types are split
into several clusters. For example, lung lesions are separated to left lung and right lung, and so are kidney lesions.
Bone lesions are split into 3 small clusters, which are found
to be mainly chest, abdomen, and pelvis ones, respectively.
Abdomen, liver, and kidney lesions are close both in realworld location and in the feature space. These observations
demonstrate the embeddings are organized by both type and
location. The sample lesions in Fig. 5 are roughly similar in
type, location, and size.
Fig. 6 displays several retrieval results using the lesion
embeddings. They are ranked by their Euclidean distance
with the query one. We find that the top results are mostly

the same lesion instances of the same patient, as shown in
the first row of Fig. 6. It suggests the potential of the proposed embedding on lesion matching, which will be further
evaluated in the following section. To better exhibit the ability of the embedding in finding semantically similar lesions,
rows 2–4 of Fig. 6 depict retrieved lesions from different
patients. Spiculated nodules in the right lung and left paraaortic lymph nodes are retrieved in rows 2 and 3, respectively. Row 4 depicts lesions located on the tail of the pancreas, and also some failure cases marked in red. Note that
our type labels used in supervision are too coarse to describe
either abdomen lymph nodes or pancreas lesions (both are
covered in the abdomen class). However, the framework
naturally clusters lesions from the same body structures together due to similarity in type, location, size, and appearance, thus discovering these sub-types. Although appearance is not used as supervision information, it is intrinsically considered by the CNN-based feature extraction architecture and strengthened by the multi-scale strategy. To
explicitly distinguish sub-types and enhance the semantic
information in the embeddings, we can either enrich the
type labels by mining knowledge from radiology reports
[32, 8, 45, 50], or integrate training samples from other
medical image datasets with more specialized annotations
[7, 30]. These new labels may be incomplete or noisy, which
fits the setting of our system.
Quantitative experimental results on lesion retrieval,
clustering, and classification are listed in Table 1. For retrieval, the three supervision cues are thoroughly inspected.
Because location and size (all normalized to 0–1) are continuous labels, we define an evaluation criterion called average
retrieval error (ARE):
ARE =

K
1 X Q
kt − tR
i k2 ,
K i=1

(4)

where tQ is the location or size of the query lesion and tR
i
is that of the ith retrieved lesion among the top-K. On the
other hand, the ARE of lesion type is simply 1 − precision.
Clustering and classification accuracy are evaluated only
on lesion type. Purity and normalized mutual information
(NMI) of clustering are defined in [24]. The multi-scale
ImageNet feature is computed by replacing the 5×5 ROI
pooling to 1×1 and removing the FC layers.
In Table 1, the middle part compares the results of applying different supervision information to train the triplet
network. Importantly, when location and size are added
as supervision cues, our network performs best on lesiontype retrieval—even better than when only lesion-type is
used as the cue. This indicates that location and size provides important supplementary information in learning similarity embeddings, possibly making the embeddings more
organized and acting as regularizers. The bottom part of
the table shows results of ablation studies, which demon-

Figure 5. t-SNE visualization of the lesion embeddings on the test set (4,927 samples) of DeepLesion. Colors indicate the manually labeled
lesion types. We also split the samples to 128 clusters using K-means and show 3 random lesions in 12 representative clusters. We did not
choose to show closest samples because they are very similar. Best viewed in color.

Figure 6. Examples of query lesions (first column) and the top-9 retrieved lesions on the test set of DeepLesion. In the first row, the blue
dashed box marks the lesion from a different patient than the query one, whereas the other 9 are all from the same patient. In rows 2–4, we
constrain that the query and all retrieved lesions must come from different patients. Red dashed boxes indicate incorrect results, see text.

strate the effectiveness of multi-scale features and iterative
refinement, highlighting the importance of combining visual
features from different context levels. When only coarsescale features (conv5, conv4) are used, location ARE is
slightly better because location mainly relies on high-level
context information. However, fusing fine-level features
(conv3, conv2) significantly improves type and size predic-

tion, which indicates that details are important in these aspects. We also inspected the confusion matrix for lesion
classification (Fig. 7). The most confusing types are mediastinum/lung lesions, and abdomen/liver/kidney lesions,
since some of them are similar in both appearance and location. More visual results are presented in the supplementary
material.

Feature representation
Baseline: Multi-scale ImageNet feature
Baseline: Location feature
Triplet with type
Triplet with location
Triplet with type + location
Triplet with type + location + size
w/o Multi-scale feature: conv5
w/ Multi-scale feature: conv5 + conv4
w/o Iterative refinement

Average retrieval error
Type
Location
Size
15.2
9.6
6.9
22.4
2.5
8.8
8.8±0.2 10.8±0.2 5.7±0.1
13.0±0.1
6.5±0.1 6.2±0.1
8.7±0.2
7.2±0.1 6.0±0.1
8.5±0.1
7.2±0.0 5.1±0.0
11.5±0.2
7.1±0.1 6.3±0.0
9.7±0.2
7.0±0.0 5.4±0.1
8.7±0.2
7.3±0.0 5.2±0.1

Clustering
Purity
NMI
58.7
35.8
51.6
32.6
84.7±2.8 71.5±1.7
61.1±4.4 39.5±4.3
81.3±4.7 68.0±2.4
86.0±3.9 72.4±4.6
79.8±0.6 64.8±1.2
82.4±3.3 67.9±2.2
85.4±2.8 69.8±2.0

Classification
Accuracy
86.2
59.7
89.5±0.3
87.8±0.5
89.9±0.3
90.5±0.2
86.6±0.4
89.0±0.6
90.2±0.2

Table 1. Evaluation results on the test set (4,927 samples) of DeepLesion. For retrieval, we compute the average retrieval error (%) in type,
location, and size of the top-5 retrieved lesions compared to the query one. For clustering, lesions are clustered to 8 groups using K-means
to calculate the purity and NMI (%). For classification, we train a 8-way softmax classifier on the seed labeled samples and apply it on the
test set. The CNN in each method was trained 5 times using different random seeds. Mean results and standard deviations are reported.
1

Precision

0.8

0.6
Multi-scale ImageNet feature, AUC=0.931
Location feature, AUC=0.766
w/o Multi-scale feature, AUC=0.914
w/o Iterative refinement, AUC=0.948
Triplet with type, AUC=0.840
Triplet with location, AUC=0.958
Triplet with type+location, AUC=0.949
Proposed, AUC=0.959
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Figure 7. The confusion matrix of lesion classification.

6.3. Intra-patient Lesion Matching
We manually grouped 1313 lesions from 103 patients in
DeepLesion to 593 groups for evaluation. Each group contains instances of the same lesion across time. There are
1–11 lesions per group. Precision and recall are defined according to [24], where a true positive decision assigns two
lesions of the same instance to the same group, and a false
positive decision assigns two lesions of different instances
to the same group, etc. As presented in Fig. 8, our proposed
embedding achieves the highest area under the curve (AUC).
The location feature does not perform well because different lesion instances may be close to each other in location.
This problem can be mitigated by combining location with
appearance and using multi-scale features (accomplished in
our triplet network). Our algorithm does not require any
annotation of matched lesions for training. It is appearancebased and needs no registration or organ mask, thus is fast.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a large-scale and comprehensive
dataset, DeepLesion, which contains significant radiology

Figure 8. Precision-recall curves of various methods on the intrapatient lesion matching task using DeepLesion. The area-undercurve (AUC) values are shown in the legends.

image findings mined from PACS. Lesion embeddings are
learned with a triplet network to model their similarity relationship in type, location, and size. The only manual efforts
needed are the class labels of some seed images. Promising results are obtained in content-based lesion retrieval and
intra-patient lesion matching. The framework can be used as
a generic lesion search engine, classifier, and matching tool.
After being classified or retrieved by our system, lesions can
be further processed by other specialist systems trained on
data of a certain type. In the future, we plan to incorporate
more fine-grained semantic information (e.g. from radiology reports, other specialized datasets, or active learning) to
build a lesion knowledge graph.
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Supplementary Material

In this material, we provide some additional illustrations
of the paper. Sec. 1 visualizes the DeepLesion dataset and
describes some details. Sec. 2 provides implementation
details of the self-supervised body-part regressor. More
content-based lesion retrieval results are presented in Sec. 3.
Sec. 4 illustrates the intra-patient lesion matching task and
the intra-patient lesion graph.
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To provide an overview of the DeepLesion dataset, we
draw a scatter map to show the distribution of the types
and relative body locations of the lesions in Fig. 3. From
the lesion types and sample images, one can see that the
relative body locations of the lesions are consistent with
their actual physical positions, proving the validity of the
location information used in the paper, particularly the selfsupervised body-part regressor. Some lesion types like bone

z = 0.59 (from SSBR)
x = 0.28, y = 0.53 (relative)
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Figure 2. Distribution of the lesion-sizes in DeepLesion. For clarity,
values greater than the upper bound of the x-axis of each plot are
grouped in the last bin of each histogram.

and soft tissue have widespread locations. Neighboring types
such as lung/mediastinum and abdomen/liver/kidney have
large overlap in location due to inter-subject variabilities.
Besides, we can clearly see the considerable diversity of
DeepLesion.
Fig. 1 illustrates the approach to obtain the location and
size of a lesion. In order to locate a lesion in the body, we
first obtain the mask of the body in the axial slice, then
compute the relative position (0–1) of the lesion center to get
the x- and y-coordinates. As for z, the self-supervised bodypart regressor (SSBR) is used. We also show the distribution
of the lesion-sizes in Fig. 2.

Long diameter = 78.6 mm
Short diameter = 58.8 mm

Figure 1. Location and size of a sample lesion. The red lines are
the long and short diameters annotated by radiologists during their
daily work. The green box is the bounding box calculated from the
diameters. The yellow dot is the center of the bounding box. The
blue lines indicate the relative x- and y-coordinates of the lesion.
The z-coordinate is predicted by SSBR. Best viewed in color.
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Figure 3. Visualization of the DeepLesion dataset (test set). The x- and y-axes of the scatter map correspond to the x- and z-coordinates of
the relative body location of each lesion, respectively. Therefore, this map is similar to a frontal view of the human body. Colors indicate the
manually labeled lesion types. Sample lesions are exhibited to show the great diversity of DeepLesion, including: a. lung nodule; b. lung
cyst; c. costophrenic sulcus (lung) mass/fluid; d. breast mass; e. liver lesion; f. renal mass; g. large abdominal mass; h. posterior thigh mass; i.
iliac sclerotic lesion; j. perirectal lymph node (LN); k. pelvic mass; l. periportal LN; m. omental mass; n. peripancreatic lesion; o. splenic
lesion; p. subcutaneous/skin nodule; q. ground glass opacity; r. axillary LN; s. subcarinal LN; t. vertebral body metastasis; u. thyroid nodule;
v. neck mass.

2. Self-Supervised Body-Part Regressor: Implementation Details
To train SSBR, we randomly pick 800 unlabeled CT volumes of 420 subjects from DeepLesion. Each axial slice
in the volumes is resized to 128 × 128 pixels. No further
preprocessing or data augmentation was performed. In each
mini-batch, we randomly select 256 slices from 32 volumes
(8 equidistant slices in each volume, see Eq. 2 in the paper)
for training. The network is trained using stochastic gradient
descent with a learning rate of 0.002. It generally converges
in 1.5K iterations.
The sample lesions in Fig. 3 can be used to qualitatively
evaluate the learned slice scores, or z-coordinates. We also
conducted a preliminary experiment to quantitatively assess
SSBR. A test set including 18,195 slices subsampled from
260 volumes of 140 new subjects are collected. They are
manually labeled as one of the 3 classes: chest (5903 slices),
abdomen (6744), or pelvis (5548). The abdomen class starts
from the upper border of the liver and ends at the upper
border of the ilium. Then, we set two thresholds on the slice
scores to classify them to the three classes. The classification accuracy is 95.99%, with all classification errors appearing at transition regions (chest-abdomen, abdomen-pelvis)
partially because of their ambiguity. The result proves the
effectiveness of SSBR. More importantly, SSBR is trained
on unlabeled volumes that are abundant in every hospital’s
database, thus zero annotation effort is needed.

3. Content-based Lesion Retrieval: More Results
More examples of lesion retrieval are shown in Fig. 4. We
try to exhibit typical examples of all lesion types. The last
row is a failure case. Most retrieved lesions are similar with
the query ones in type, location, and size. More importantly,
most retrieved lesions and the query ones come from semantically similar body structures that are not specified in the
training labels. The failure cases in Fig. 4 have dissimilar
types with the query ones. They were retrieved mainly because they have similar location, size, and appearance with
query ones.

Query
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 4. More examples of query lesions (first column) and the top-9 retrieved lesions on the test set of DeepLesion. We constrain that the
query and all retrieved lesions must come from different patients. Red dashed boxes indicate incorrect results. The lesions in each row are:
(a) Right axillary lymph nodes; (b) subcarinal lymph nodes; (c) lung masses or nodules near the pleura; (d) liver lesions near the liver dome;
(e) right kidney lesions; (f) lesions near the anterior abdomen wall; (g) lesions on pelvic bones except the one in the red box, which is a
peripherally calcified mass. (h) inferior pelvic lesions; (i) spleen lesions except the ones in red boxes.

4. Intra-Patient Lesion Matching: An Example
To provide a intuitive illustration of the lesion matching
task, we show lesions of a sample patient in Fig. 5, with their

lesion graph in Fig. 6 and the final extracted lesion sequences
in Fig. 7. We show that the lesion graph and Algo. 1 in the
paper can be used to accurately match lesions in multiple
studies.

Study 1
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Study 3

Study 4

Study 5
3
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Figure 5. All lesions of a sample patient in DeepLesion. Lesions in each study (CT examination) are listed in a column. Not all lesions
occur in each study, because the scan ranges of each study vary and radiologists only mark a few target lesions. We group the same lesion
instances to sequences. Four sequences are found and marked in the figure, where the numbers on the connections represent the lesion IDs.
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Figure 6. The intra-patient lesion graph of the patient in Fig. 5. For
clarity, the lesions in Fig. 5 are replaced by nodes in this figure. The
numbers on the edges are the Euclidean distances between nodes.
We only show small distances in the figure. Red, thick edges
indicate smaller distances. Note that some edges may overlap with
other edges or nodes.

Figure 7. The final lesion sequences found by processing the lesion
graph in Fig. 6 using Algo. 1 in the paper. They are the same with
the ground-truth in Fig. 5.

